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ONdaily is an activity meter that you can discretely wear all day to measure how 
much you walk every day (number of paces, distance, calories expended). Thanks 
to the exclusive service on myGeonaute, the ONdaily transforms the data gathered 
during its use into real sporting achievements, calorie expenditure, etc. 
ONdaily presents these achievements as challenges to be upheld every day! 

Do not put it in the washing machine: check your pockets!
Do not use ONdaily as a flash drive
Do not delete files on the ONdaily
ONdaily is designed for leisure use. 

1.

2. Main precautions for use: 

Warning
ONdaily is designed for leisure use. It is not a medical monitoring device. The information provided by the 
ONdaily is for information only and should only be used to monitor an illness following consultation and 
approval from your doctor.
It is recommended to seek the advice of a doctor regarding the frequency, duration and intensity of walks, 
which should be adapted to your age and fitness.
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LED
Displays the state of your challenge
Displays the state of your battery level 

Bouton 
Checks the state of your challenge 
Checks the state of your battery level 

USB port
Connection with computer
Charging the battery

Before using it for the first time, fully charge the battery for 4 hours. 
Once charged, you have 5 days of battery life.
To charge your ONdaily, simply connect it to a USB port.

3. Presentation of   

4. Using  

4.1. Charging the

Please note: 
When the ONdaily 
is disconnected, 
the button will 
not be active for 5 
seconds. 

SucceSS rate of the challenge

< 25% ≥ 25%
< 50%

≥ 50%
≤ 75%

≥ 75%
< 100%

≥ 100%
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To check the battery charge of ONdaily, press the button: 
If the first LED flashes in red for 2 seconds: remember to charge your ONdaily
If the first LED flashes in red for 2 seconds: immediately recharge your ONdaily

The ONdaily takes 2 1/2 hours to fully charge.
You can also charge the ONdaily using a mains USB charger 

            4.2.1. Positioning ONdaily

ONdaily has an integrated 3D accelerometer and an algorithm specially developed to ensure 
precise measurements regardless of the ONdaily’s position.

You can place it in your pocket; rucksack, handbag or around your neck.

            4.2.2. Start-up

You can take the ONdaily with you everywhere, and forget all about it! That’s why it is always on 
and you don’t need to activate it to start it. Just check that it is charged. 

            4.2.3. Measuring activity 

ONdaily was designed to detect: 
- Walking 
- Fast walking 
- Running

             
             4.2.4. Fast walking: What is it? 

Fast walking is defined as walking at a pace of 5 to 8 km/h. The World Health Organisation 
(OMS) recommends walking fast for at least 30 minutes a day to prevent heart disease, reduce 
stress, prevent obesity etc.

4.2. Using the

Please note:

- The ONdaily only measures activity that is good for your health. 
It doesn’t measure shuffling and does not take into account activity from one minute of 
walking only.

- The reliability of distance readings for running may be less good, as the ONdaily is 
designed for walking, and the algorithms are for walking only. 
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4.3. Connecting to           and downloading connect

To use the data of your ONdaily, you have to create an account on mygeonaute.com and 
download ONconnect.

If you do not have a mygeonaute account: 
> Go to www.mygeonaute.comand follow the instructions. 

If you have a mygeonaute account: 
> Connect to your account and download ONconnect, located in the menu: 
Download > Download ONconnect

Thanks to the ONconnect programme, data will be automatically sent to your personal account on 
myGeonaute.com. 

4.4. Synchronisation the  

connect

> To do this:

 1. Plug your ONdaily into one of your USB ports 

2.  Open ONconnect

3.  Connect with your email address and myGeonaute account. 

4.  Synchronisation starts automatically 
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On ONconnect you will find: 

The «Active day» module located in the tab «My activites» allows you to visualize the evolution of 
your daily activity. This activity is denominated in steps per minute.

A reminder of the 
challenge set in your 
ONdaily 

Tips and news for 
your ONdaily 

The button that starts 
synchronisation with 
ONdaily 

The date and time of the 
last synchronisation 

 4.5.1. Active day module

4.5. ONdaily service on 

Access to your 
personal account 
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Here is an illustration of an active day: 

A summary of is also available to let you know: 

Date of activity 
Total walking time  

The distance travelled

Number of steps 

Number of calories burnt

Number of ONs collected 

Time spent walking 
during the day

Time spent walking fast 
during the day 

Changes in your 
daily activity Limit after which you are 

walking fast

ONdaily starts recording every day from 3 o’clock in the 
morning. Your daily activity is displayed on a graph from 
3.00 am to 3.00 am the next day. 



Over 80 challenges in  5 categories come with the ONdaily:  

CALORIE CHALLENGES: These challenges are based on the number of calories to burn. 
You will have to expend the calorie equivalent of certain foods in a set time. 

ACTIVE CHALLENGES: These challenges will help you improve your wellbeing. They are 
based on the number of steps, walking time and fast walking time. 

SPORT CHALLENGES: These challenges link the number of calories expended during the 
day with those expended during sports. For example: expend as many calories as during a 
beach volley match in Copacabana  

GREEN CHALLENGES: Green challenges aim to represent CO2 emissions saved by 
walking compared to taking public transport or the car. 

TRAVEL CHALLENGES: Travel challenges are based on distance. They challenge you to 
walk great distance, such as the height of Mount Everest, a tour around Paris, etc. 

PERSONAL CHALLENGES: Create your own challenge! Choose between number of steps, 
distance, calories, duration of walk or fast walk. 
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 4.5.2.  Challenges

They enable you to 
challenge yourself and 
encourage you to move more 
everyday by illustrating your 
daily activity.  

Picto catégorie dé�

Picto catégorie dé�

Picto catégorie dé�

Picto catégorie dé�

Picto catégorie dé�

Picto catégorie dé�
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synchronize

connect

 4.5.3. Choosing your challenge 

 4.5.4. How challenges work over several days 

Challenges are available in myGeonaute, in the «My challenges» tab. 
 1- Choose your challenge on mygeonaute 
 2- Upload your challenge on your ONdaily using the ONconnect software by clicking on 
      «Synchronise with mygeonaute».

WARNING: Check that your challenge has been synchronised in your ONdaily. To do this, just check that 
the challenge displayed in ONconnect is yours. 

1

1 2

2 3

80%
3

Some challenges take place over several days. In this case, the total target will be divided into 
daily targets. 

If you do not complete your daily target, you will have to do more the next day to fulfil your 
challenge.

E.g.  The «chocolate bar» 
challenge: The «chocolate 
bar challenge»: 525 kcal 
in 3 days divided into a 
daily target of 175 kcal a 
day. 
If you only expended 150 
kcal the first day, you will 
have to expend 175 +25 = 
200 kcal the 2nd day!
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 4.5.5. Checking the progress of your challenge on 

By pressing on the button on the ONdaily you can view your progress for your challenges: 
- As you complete your challenge, the LEDs light up. 
- The challenge is finished when all LEDs are lit.

WARNING : If you have 
chosen a challenge that lasts 
several days, your ONdaily 
will only display information 
about your daily target.

Geonaute can improve the performance of your ONdaily by updating the software. 
Updates are carried out on ONconnect. 
When you connect your ONdaily, an update request may appear: 

 1.  Accept the update 
 2.  Disconnect the ONdaily
 3.  The LEDs will flash 
 4.  Once they stop flashing, reconnect the ONdaily
 5.  The update is finished

4.6. Updating your  

5. Technical features   

SucceSS rate of the challenge

- Lifespan: 
- Charge time:  
- Autonomy:
- Technology:
- Voltage: 
- Capacity:
- Power:
- Model:

Reduced capacity after 300 charge cycles. 
2½ hrs
 5 days when fully charged 
Lithium-ion
3.7 V
 85mAh
0.3 Wh
 31525

BATTERY: 

< 25% ≥ 25%
< 50%

≥ 50%
≤ 75%

≥ 75%
< 100%

≥ 100%
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6. Legal mentions 

 Battery life:  3 weeks

MEMORY:

 WINDOWS
- XP
- 7
- VISTA

MAC OS
- 10.6
- 10.7
- 10.8

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

COMPATIBILITY: 

	  

	  

Important safety instructions below. 

Avoid throwing your battery in the rubbish. 

Take the batteries and unusable electronic products to 
an authorised collection area for recycling.

The product complies with standards related to directive 
2004/108/CE.

Local regulations may mean you have to recycle your battery. For 
more information on this topic, refer to the local authorities. 

PICTOGRAM BATTERY :
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7.

8.

Warranty 

 Contact us

OXYLANE guarantees the initial purchaser of this product that it is free from defects of material 
or workmanship. This product is guaranteed for two years from the purchase date. Please keep 
your receipt as proof of purchase. 
The guarantee does not cover : 
• damage resulting from misuse, from a failure to respect the precautions for use, from 
accidents, from improper maintenance or from commercial use of the product. 
• damage resulting from repairs carried out by persons not authorised by OXYLANE. 
• batteries and casings which are cracked or broken or which show signs of impacts.

Contact us at www.geonaute.com


